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one does not resent them. The one thing in the world that
universally inspires resentment is a claim, spoken or
unspoken, of superiority; and South America is acutely
sensitive to such a claim on the part of the United States.
That is the root of all the trouble. For the United States,
sublimely aware of their pre-eminence in the Western
Hemisphere, have not hesitated to impart that information
to neighbours who did not require it. In the first place,
of course, the Anglo-Saxon attitude was to blame. What
Anglo-Saxon can resist the certainty that he is raised above
mankind by something that he cannot quite express?
(For your true Anglo-Saxon is nothing if not inarticulate:
the vulgar business of expression may be left to lesser
breeds.) Having attained this certainty, he is impelled by
an exacting sense of truth to publish his results and make
the world aware of his superiority. The world frequently
dissents; but since the Anglo-Saxon makes a point of
knowing no languages except his own, its dissent is wasted
on him. Indeed, he often takes the gnashing of its teeth
for an admission of inferiority. One further (and delightful)
feature marked the case of the United States: by a delicious
irony the less Anglo-Saxon they became, the more they were
convinced of their own superiority.
Such a conviction tends to irritate the neighbours; and
since Uncle Sam made no secret of it, the neighbours were
duly irritated. Besides, his lamentable sense of superiority
was fed from a second source. There is nothing in the
world that puts a man above himself like seniority. The
bare fact of priority in time renders club-members—to say
nothing of relations—quite intolerable. That smoking-
room, they seem to say, was theirs before the latest member
of the club was born or thought of; the waiters knew their
preferences whilst a fellow-member was absorbing tapioca
under feminine persuasion. Their gait proclaims it; and
no information is less welcome to its young recipients, since
we all dislike to be reminded that we rank behind anyone.
That certainty as well endangered Uncle Sam as a candidate
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